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CHAPTER 5
Calibration of Exchange-Correlation Functionals for
Charge Transfer States
5.1. Overview
In the framework of OPVs, the mechanism by which charge carriers are formed involves
CT and CS states. In D:A BHJs, CT states occur at the interface of the D/A domains,
where a bound electron-hole pair is formed as a consequence of an electron transfer
from D to A. The understanding of the electron transfer processes that take place
in D:A BHJs depends on a proper description of the CT (excited) states. From the
theoretical point of view, such a description is challenging, especially due to the limited
number of methods that deal with (relative) large systems. In this context, TD-DFT
and TD-DFT/DRF stand as alternative methods for the description of the CT states,
in particular when non-local XC functionals are used. In the following, a benchmark on
the ECT of a D/A model system is presented. The XC functional that turns out to be
appropriate will be used in Chapter 6.
5.2. Charge Transfer Energy of a D/A Model System
The ECT of a D/A model system composed by the tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) as D mol-
ecule, and the 1,4-benzoquinone (PBQ) as A molecule (see Figure 5.2.1) was bench-
marked.1 The ECT was computed with diﬀerent XC functionals and basis sets by using
the ADF modeling suite [2]. To determine the influence of the environment eﬀects
in the ECT , two scenarios were considered, the isolated TTF-PBQ complex and the
TTF-PBQ complex embedded in 1,4-nitroaniline (PNA) molecules. Firstly, the isolated
system is discussed, next, the embedded system is presented.
Figure 5.2.1. Configuration of the TTF-PBQ complex used in the modeling of CT states.
1The geometry of the TTF-PBQ complex was obtained from a crystal structure [1].
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Table 5.2.1 lists the lowest ECT of the TTF-PBQ complex computed with several
XC functionals and basis sets. ECT s are compared to the one obtained with the linear
response CC2/6-311G**,2 for which the ECT is 1.87 eV [1].
Table 5.2.1. Lowest ECT , in eV, and oscillator strengths, f, of the TTF-PBQ
complex calculated with diﬀerent functionals and basis sets (1 core execution).
Functional Basis set CT f(1⇥10 -2) CPU time (s)
VWN
DZ 0.234 0.135 172.91
TZP 0.356 0.209 381.99
TZ2P 0.344 0.202 607.30
BLYP
DZ 0.288 0.177 256.72
TZP 0.411 0.249 496.27
TZ2P 0.400 0.244 760.94
SSB-D
DZ 0.260 0.147 443.13
TZP 0.433 0.240 1100.38
TZ2P 0.418 0.231 2066.38
B3LYP
DZ 0.731 0.514 748.36
TZP 0.864 0.558 1908.55
TZ2P 0.848 0.551 4268.47
BHandH
DZ 1.524 1.108 1482.57
TZP 1.524 1.108 1942.32
TZ2P 1.647 1.125 4594.78
HSE03
DZ 0.783 0.551 1767.27
TZP 0.934 0.598 4667.73
TZ2P 0.916 0.588 8633.50
HSE06
DZ 0.782 0.552 1730.82
TZP 0.933 0.599 4660.73
TZ2P 0.915 0.590 8928.23
CAMY-B3LYP
DZ 1.207 0.827 2333.09
TZP 1.328 0.860 4902.29
TZ2P 1.309 0.851 9844.34
CAM-B3LYP
DZ 1.493 1.008 2409.46
TZP 1.603 1.047 10601.44
TZ2P 1.583 1.034 9836.20
LCY-BLYP
DZ 2.358 1.696 3227.72
TZP 2.430 1.840 7791.99
TZ2P 2.408 1.817 13147.25
LCY-BP86
DZ 2.331 1.659 1686.79
TZP 2.431 1.770 5795.29
TZ2P 2.409 1.748 7370.51
LCY-PBE
DZ 2.330 1.641 1668.85
TZP 2.437 1.750 3509.36
TZ2P 2.415 1.727 7275.01
Table 5.2.1 ranges from the most simple to the most elaborated XC functionals,
including the following approximations:
2CC2 is an approximation to CCSD because it does not include all singles and doubles.
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• LDA, VWN functional [3]
• GGA, LYP functional [4, 5]
• meta-GGA, SSB-D functional [6]
• GGA hybrid: B3LYP functional (with 20% of HF exchange) [7] and BHandH
functional (with 50% HF exchange, 50% LDA exchange, and 100% LYP
correlation) [8]
• Range separated (RS) hybrid: HSE03 [9] and HSE06 [10] as short-range
(SR) functionals, and CAMY-B3LYP [11], CAM-B3LYP [12],3 LCY-BLYP,
LCY-PB86, and LCY-PBE as LC functionals.4
It turns out that VWN (LDA), BLYP (GGA), SSB-D (meta-GGA) and B3LYP (GGA
hybrid) functionals underestimate the ECT . This happens because the corresponding
XC-potentials suﬀer of an incorrect asymptotic behavior, as they decay faster than 1/r,
where r is the distance of the electron from the nuclei [13]. As a consequence, excited
states are poorly described.
Underestimated ECT s may be corrected (or improved) by using either GGA (meta-
GGA) hybrid functionals as BHandH or LC hybrid functionals, as CAM-B3LYP and
LCY-BLYP. In fact, LC functionals are designed in such a way that describe the long
intermolecular behavior of CT states, for which the ECT of the TTF-PBQ complex is
comparable to the one obtained at high-level CC.
LC hybrid functionals lead to accurate ECT because they employ a density ap-
proximation for the short-range part (small electron–electron distance r12) and the HF
exchange for long-range electron–electron interactions [14]. That is accomplished by
introducing a standard error function erf to divide the two-electron operator 1/r12. LC
functionals use erfc(!r)/r for short-range (treated by a XC functional) and erf(!r)/r
for long-range (treated by HF exchange), with the parameter ! controlling the parti-
tioning of the inter-electronic distance r [15].
With respect to the basis sets,5 there are clear diﬀerences when including or ex-
cluding polarization functions, especially for VWN, BLYP, SSB-D and B3LYP XC func-
tionals. In these cases up to a 35% of energy diﬀerence is found. When using LC hybrid
functionals, the TZP and TZ2P basis sets lead to comparable ECT s (and also oscillator
strengths), while the DZP basis set still underestimates the ECT .
Figure 5.2.2, shows the contour plots of the molecular orbitals involved in the
formation of the lowest CT state. There, the hole and electron are mainly localized on
the S atoms of the TTF and the benzyl ring of the PBQ, respectively.
3By default, the attenuation parameter µ in CAMY-B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP is 0.34 and the switching
functions are the Yukawa potential and the Coulomb potential, respectively.
4By default, the attenuation parameter   in LCY-XC functionals is 0.75 and the switching function is
the Yukawa potential.
5ADF uses Slater type basis functions.
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(a)Hole (b)Electron
Figure 5.2.2. Molecular orbital contour plots of the lowest CT state in the TTF-
PBQ complex. Double isosurfaces, blue/red and cyan/orange, with iso-value of
0.03 a. u represent the hole on TTF and electron on PPQ, respectively.
For completeness sake, the ECS was computed as the energy diﬀerence between
the IP and the EA of the D/A pair. The ECS at the CAM-B3LYP/TZ2P level is 4.458
eV.
Next, the influence of the environment in the modeling of CT states was eva-
luated. For simplicity, the TTF-PBQ complex discussed above was embedded in (3)
1,4-nitroaniline (PNA) molecules, as shown in Figure 5.2.3.
Figure 5.2.3. Configuration of the TTF-PBQ complex (purple) embedded in 3
PNA molecules (yellow).
For comparison, TD-DFT and TD-DFT/DRF [16, 17, 18] ECT s are listed in Table
5.2.2.
Qualitatively, TD-DFT and TD-DFT/DRF lead to equivalent ECT s. In general,
TD-DFT/DRF ECT s are lower than those obtained with TD-DFT. In particular, CAM-
B3LYP/DRF leads to ECT s close to those obtained with CAM-B3LYP.
LCY-XC functionals in combination with the DZ basis set lead to ECT s comparable
to those obtained with TZP or TZ2P, that include polarization basis functions. In
computing ECT s, CAM-B3LYP turns to be more sensitive to the basis set, but when
polarization functions are included, consistent energies are obtained.
The computing time is significantly reduced when using DRF, even for the TZ2P
basis set, allowing DRF to be used for the modelling of ground and excited state
properties of large systems.
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Table 5.2.2. Lowest CT energies, in eV, and oscillator strengths, (1⇥10 -1)f, of
the TTF-PBQ complex embedded in 3 PNA molecules calculated with diﬀerent
LC functionals and basis sets ( ECT stands for the energy diﬀerence between
TD-DFT and TD-DFT/DRF; 12 core execution).
LC functional Basis set
TD-DFT DRF
 ECTECT f Time (s) ECT f Time (s)
CAM-B3LYP
DZ 1.826 0.138 4571.52 1.651 0.448 982.98 0.175
TZP 1.875 0.149 33439.17 1.736 0.580 3413.90 0.139
TZ2P 1.862 0.148 56914.84 1.729 0.583 7179.00 0.133
LCY-BLYP
DZ 2.768 0.222 7554.00 2.456 0.501 595.60 0.372
TZP 2.756 0.259 32859.51 2.452 0.672 3537.77 0.304
TZ2P 2.738 0.257 70470.34 2.432 0.556 7961.47 0.306
LCY-BP86
DZ 2.734 0.222 5141.38 2.421 0.501 433.82 0.313
TZP 2.740 0.260 19040.52 2.427 0.649 3149.93 0.313
TZ2P 2.724 0.258 57627.79 2.418 0.655 6403.96 0.306
LCY-PBE
DZ 2.731 0.215 4356.97 2.421 0.498 427.48 0.310
TZP 2.746 0.256 35751.25 2.334 0.254 2290.75 0.412
TZ2P 2.729 0.254 115594.89 2.321 0.260 8067.95 0.408
Comparing the ECSs of the isolated and embedded systems (at the CAM-B3LYP/
TZ2P level) namely, 4.458 eV and 3.501 eV, respectively, it should be mentioned that
apart from a significant relaxation of the CS state induced by the environment, any
further discussion will be skipped since the embedded system under study is a toy
model.
5.3. Conclusions
LC functionals in combination with polarization functions as basis sets, are required
for a proper description of excited states and particularly CT states, as determined
from TD-DFT calculations. The standard CAM-B3LYP functional appears to be a
good choice. By combining TD-DFT and DRF, it was demonstrated that 1) DRF
qualitatively reproduces TD-DFT excitation energies, 2) DRF reduces significantly the
computing time respect to pure TD-DFT, and 3) CAM-B3LYP in combination with
polarization functions as basis sets, lead to excitation energies comparable to those
where the ’large system’ is entirely treated at quantum mechanics level.
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